AT HOME

WITH

Libby and Adam
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make
it
personal
Filled with warmth and
personality, this sunny home
has plenty of coastal charm.
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1 Get comfortable with a neutral colour palette in the bedroom. This pure linen buttoned bedhead captures the style and grace of classic French decor. Prices start
from $560 for a single bed size, from Lavender Hill Interiors. 2 Having collections and clusters of much-loved items on display bring a sense of warmth and welcoming
to a home. In this case, it’s the beautiful items of Chinoiserie around this house. With some fresh owers in place, this oriental ceramic urn is brought to life. $145
from iDecorate. 3 Versatile and screen printed on 100 per cent linen, this Cecile linen throw can be used as a light-weight blanket, table cloth or picnic rug. $159
from Kate & Kate. 4 Complete a welcoming hallway display with this set of two Nicholas lanterns, $369.95 from Amal. 5 Bring the blue and white colour scheme to
the dinner table too, with these items from this Elsie dinner set, $12-$14 from Pottery Barn.
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AT HOME

make
it
personal

WITH

Sandy

1

The combination of a white colour
scheme with blue accents creates
an air of renement in this bright
and spacious home.
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1 At the centre of this simple yet rened living space is the classic off-white sofa. Get the looks with this comfort upholstered sofa, $3249 from Pottery Barn. Add a
slipcover for easy cleaning and you’ll enjoy the light, neutral colour for years to come. 2 Complement the simplicity of a classic off-white sofa with the plush luxury
of this Saville Row velvet ottoman with black lacquered timber legs, $495 from Alliance Furniture Trading. 3 Anchor the bright and airy whites and powder blues of
the room with some dark timbers. We like the sleek, clean lines of this Oakland console table, $549.95 from Amal. 4 Fly with the colour scheme and incorporate
some interesting prints while you’re at it with this ‘Birds of Paradise’ denim pillowcase, $49.95 from Florence Broadhurst. 5 With deep-buttoned upholstery and high
armrests, this Abel linen armchair creates an inviting and comfortable addition to a timeless living space. $549 from Zanui. 6 White doesn’t have to be boring – turn
up the texture in the bathroom with some ‘New Bright White Lattice’ from Pressed Tin Panels. For pricing and to request a free sample, visit www.pressedtinpanels.com
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